Introduction
============

Social neuroscientists have recently called to move from focus on one-brain functioning to understanding how two brains dynamically coordinate during real-life social interactions ([@nsx032-B70]; [@nsx032-B45]). [@nsx032-B43]) have further emphasized that the brain's default *modus operandi* is not solipsistic but situated, evolved to constantly receive information from, respond to, update predictions and monitor actions in accordance with the online communicative signals of social partners. As social neuroscience is moving towards a two-person perspective, there is a growing need to describe mechanisms that underpin two-brain coordination. Yet, a major issue in studying this topic is ecological validity ([@nsx032-B41]). Notwithstanding the variety of novel approaches employed in recent years, such as human--Avatar or human--robot interactions ([@nsx032-B79]), two individuals lying in separate magnets ([@nsx032-B13]) or magnetoencephalography (MEG) machines ([@nsx032-B10]; [@nsx032-B47]), and coordinated brain response to commercial movies ([@nsx032-B46]), it is important to study two-brain coupling in relation to natural social contexts, not under conditions where the entire social envelop is altered. Furthermore, it has been suggested that brain rhythms likely define a central mechanism underpinning the brain's capacity to coordinate online with another brain and that research should capitalize on natural moments of peak emotional intensity between interacting partners ([@nsx032-B43]). These aspects, however, have not yet been integrated into a single study.

'Social synchrony' is defined as the coordination of behavior among affiliative members during moments of social contact and has been proposed as a key mechanism supporting two-brain coordination via bottom-up, behavior-based processes ([@nsx032-B21], 2017). One approach for assessing two-brain coordination without compromising ecological validity is by studying the perception of social synchrony among affiliative partners. Prior neuroimaging studies demonstrated overlapping neural circuits underpinning the perception and experience of social functions, including emotions ([@nsx032-B12]), pain ([@nsx032-B67]) and social action ([@nsx032-B58]). These findings lend support to the hypothesis that observation of social synchrony may trigger overlapping neural circuits to those activated during participation in real-life social synchrony. Cumulative evidence indicates that the perception of ecologically valid vignettes marked by high degree of social synchrony activates critical nodes of the social brain ([@nsx032-B6], [@nsx032-B7]; [@nsx032-B2], 2016; [@nsx032-B55]). This was found to be especially the case where the observed vignettes involve 'similar to me' interactions. For instance, mothers of 4-month-old infants showed greater activations to vignettes depicting social synchrony between mothers and her 4-month-old infants compared to non-synchronous mother--infant interactions ([@nsx032-B7]), and soldiers trained for coordinated action showed greater response to a movie depicting a synchronous unit in combat ([@nsx032-B55]). This suggests that familiarity with the perceived social context and the degree of synchrony *vs* non-synchrony may enhance or diminish brain-to-brain coordination. As real-time hyper-scanning of interacting individuals under ecologically valid conditions is currently methodologically challenging ([@nsx032-B45], 2016), the perception of social synchrony among closely affiliated partners in designs that measure brain response to episodes of social synchrony *vs* non-synchrony may afford a novel and useful vantage point on brain-to-brain coordination.

The mother--child context provides a prototypical, developmentally salient setting where synchrony is first experienced and encoded in the brain during early sensitive periods ([@nsx032-B26],[@nsx032-B27]). As mammals, our brain develops in the context of the mother--infant 'nursing dyad' through processes of biobehavioral synchrony, the coupling of mother's and child's physiological and behavioral signals during moments of social contact ([@nsx032-B24], [@nsx032-B28]). Animal studies demonstrate that the coordination of mother and offspring's physiological systems emerges through bottom-up behavioral processes and is based on the expression of maternal behavior ([@nsx032-B15]; [@nsx032-B66]). Human research has similarly shown that moments of social synchrony, the coupling of mother's and child's behavior in the affect and vocal modalities, induce coupling of physiological processes, such as heart rhythms or hormonal release ([@nsx032-B35], 2011). Patterns of synchrony are dyad-specific, remain individually stable from infancy to adolescence ([@nsx032-B22], [@nsx032-B23]) and provide the template for synchrony with non-kin partners in later childhood, such as close friends ([@nsx032-B30]) and caregivers ([@nsx032-B34]). Thus, social synchrony charts a central mechanism by which mothers tune their child's brain to the social world during the early maturation of the social brain via behavior-based processes ([@nsx032-B2]). Interestingly, throughout human history, social synchrony has been used as a powerful tool to enhance group cohesion via cultural activities, such as group marching, joint harvesting or communal singing ([@nsx032-B55]), and is regarded as an evolutionary mechanism that enhances species survival and enables social life ([@nsx032-B78]). Thus, the central hypothesis guiding this study is that the perception of mother--child social synchrony implicates a behavior-based process, that it rides on social synchrony, and that its neural signature may be best studied by focusing on the stable aspect of the mother--child synchronous relationship, which provides a window into the context where synchrony was initially acquired.

Two additional hypotheses were formulated in relation to the neural processes that may underlie child--mother neural coordination. First, we assumed that the bottom-up nature of mother--child synchrony may implicate bottom-up neural processes. Neural oscillations are a pervasive feature of neuronal activity in the cerebral cortex, reflecting periodic fluctuations of excitability in neural populations generated by transmembrane currents ([@nsx032-B18]). Several electroencephalography (EEG) or MEG hyper-scanning studies showed that brain-to-brain coordination---during motor, emotional, speech or musical tasks---is straightforwardly reflected through the synchrony of low-frequency neural oscillations ([@nsx032-B20]; [@nsx032-B9]; [@nsx032-B50]; [@nsx032-B59]; [@nsx032-B53]; [@nsx032-B81]). It thus appears that inter-subject synchrony builds on low-frequency neural oscillations, yet the perception of bottom-up behavioral processes between mother and child ([@nsx032-B15]; [@nsx032-B66]) may rather rely on the fast-paced bottom-up gamma rhythm ([@nsx032-B40]).

Second, it was hypothesized that the perception of dyadic synchrony would implicate rhythmic processes in the social brain. The most integrative node of the social brain is the superior temporal sulcus (STS), which combines functions related to social perception, action observation and theory of mind ([@nsx032-B80]). Moreover, the STS is a key node of the social brain with overlapping mirror and mentalizing properties and is thus involved in both fast-paced bottom-up sensorimotor coupling, such as biological motion ([@nsx032-B49]), and slower higher-order socio-cognitive predictions, such as theory-of-mind and intentionality ([@nsx032-B19]). We have previously found that mothers' STS responds (Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal (BOLD) response) to the perception of mother--child synchrony ([@nsx032-B7]), that mothers' and fathers' STS activations synchronize (BOLD response) in response to their own child ([@nsx032-B8]), and that salient experiences within social groups enhance STS response (alpha rhythm) to vignettes depicting social synchrony ([@nsx032-B55]). Furthermore, gamma oscillations in the STS have been implicated in non-verbal emotional communication (for a recent review, see [@nsx032-B73]) and the coupling of STS/STG activity was found to play a key role between pairs of communicators ([@nsx032-B71], [@nsx032-B72]). We thus hypothesized that gamma power in the STS could underpin the perception of mother--child synchrony in both mother's and child's brains and that this response would be coupled between mother and child.

To test neural synchrony between mother and child, we videotaped mother--child interactions in the home and used this interactive vignette as MEG stimulus for both mother and child. We used interactions videotaped 2 years prior to scanning in order to tap the stable component of the mother--child relationship in their natural habitat. Mother--child behavioral synchrony has been shown to be individually stable from infancy to adolescence ([@nsx032-B22], [@nsx032-B23]), and thus, the longitudinal design enabled us to filter out momentary fluctuations in the relationship and highlight its stable aspects, yet, it exposed partners to stimuli that were easily identifiable and were not reminiscent of a distant past. We selected to videotape mothers and children at 8--9 years as by this age children have already developed theory-of-mind abilities ([@nsx032-B11]; [@nsx032-B68]) and have undergone the first maturation of mentalizing brain structures ([@nsx032-B17]).

Another question of interest was whether STS activations in mother or child would be predicted by individual differences in the general parameters of the mother--child relationship, including the degree of reciprocity, empathy and social withdrawal during observed interactions. Mother--child reciprocity is a central feature of the parent--child relationship and predicts adolescent adjustment and social competencies ([@nsx032-B23]; [@nsx032-B30]), whereas social withdrawal has been linked with increased child psychopathology and compromised sociality ([@nsx032-B5]). We thus expected that these two central parameters of the mother--child relationship would be associated with the degree of neural response to mother--child synchrony.

Materials and methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Results for the MEG study mainly report findings on a sample of sixty participants: 26 children; age *M *±* *s.d., 11.67 ± 0.89 (range =9.34--13.41 years) and 34 mothers; age; *M *±* *s.d., 41.58 ± 4.69 (range 35.09--54.72 years). Yet, for the analyses of mother--child neural coupling, nine mothers and one child were not included as their dyadic partner was not MEG-compatible (i.e. wearing metallic tooth bracelets which disturb the brain's magnetic field), and the synchrony findings are thus reported for 25 mother--child biological pairs (*N* = 50; 25 mothers and their 25 children). The original sample included 84 participants who participated in the MEG experiment, of which 24 participants were not included in the MEG analysis as they had no sufficient (or none) moments of dyadic synchrony and therefore could not contribute to the present study (for detail, see below 'Micro-coding of social synchrony'). Home visits were conducted approximately 2 years before the MEG scan when children were between 8 and 9 years old (*M *±* *s.d., 8.87 ± 1.08).

All participants were physically healthy and free of psychopathology, and children showed typical development since birth. All children were reared in two-parent families in which mothers were the primary caregiver since birth. The study received approval from the local ethics committee, and participants gave written informed consent before the experiment in line with the University's Institutional Review Board. Subjects received monetary compensation for participation.

Procedure
---------

### Home visit

Mother and child were videotaped in two well-validated one-on-one interaction paradigms: a 'positive dialogue' and a 'conflict dialogue' ([@nsx032-B65], [@nsx032-B64]; [@nsx032-B36]). For the positive dialogue, mother and child were asked to plan a 'fun day' to spend together; for the conflict dialogue, they were asked to choose a typical conflict in their daily life and discuss it for 7 min.

### Behavioral coding

Coding was conducted offline by coders trained to reliability who were blind to all other information and two types of coding were used---microlevel second-by-second coding and global rating scales.

#### Micro-coding of social synchrony

As social synchrony increases during positive interactions ([@nsx032-B22]), we chose to micro-code synchrony during the 'positive dialogue'. Mother's and child's affect, which is a primary channel of non-verbal social communications, was coded using a set of mutually exclusive codes consistent with our prior brain and behavioral research ([@nsx032-B31]; [@nsx032-B6]). Coding for mother and child was conducted in separate passes using a computerized system (Noldus, Waggenigen, The Netherlands) while the system was set to 0.01 s accuracy. We coded for mother's and child's Affect in the following dimensions: positive (high positive arousal/energy indicated by laugh, giggle or positive excitement), neutral (facial expression pleasant, arousal low), negative-withdrawn (sad or flat facial expression, disengagement) and negative-angry (high negative arousal indicated by angry voice, scream, scold, etc.). Reliability was computed on 20 interactions and inter-rater reliability exceeded 90% on all codes (κ = 0.87, range = 0.81--95).

Episodes of 'synchrony' were computed as conditional probabilities (i.e. mother in behavior x while child in behavior y) and complied with the following guidelines: (i) described moments of simultaneous positive affect (both mother and child express positive emotions), (ii) episodes were at least 2000 ms long, (iii) segments were rounded at multiples of 500 ms (e.g. a segment of 2224 ms was defined as 2000 ms whereas a segment of 2226 ms was defined as 2500 ms) to result in trial epochs of equal length, (iv) consecutive episodes separated by an interval smaller than 1000 ms were collapsed into a single episode, (v) the first five seconds of the interaction were not coded.

Episodes of 'non-synchrony' were matched to the number of episodes of synchrony but included trial epochs during which neither mother nor child expressed positive affect. They complied with the additional following guidelines: (vi) episodes of non-synchrony were nearest in time and preceding the episodes of synchrony and (vii) if however no preceding episodes of non-synchrony were found (until the former episode of synchrony), we selected those that followed the synchrony episodes but only those that occurred after a time-laps of at least 3000 ms from the episode of synchrony (or episode of positive affect for either mother or child).

#### Global rating of conflict discussion

The Coding Interactive Behavior (CIB) system (Feldman, 1998) was used to code the conflict discussion. The CIB is a well-validated global rating system for coding social interactions that includes 45 codes aggregated into several composites. The CIB has shown construct and predictive validity, test--retest reliability and sensitivity to cultural contexts, interacting partner, and multiple psychopathological conditions (for a review see [@nsx032-B25]). Consistent with prior research, we used three CIB constructs; Reciprocity, Empathy and Withdrawal ([@nsx032-B36], 2014; [@nsx032-B64]; [@nsx032-B77]; [@nsx032-B5]), each computed by averaging several CIB codes. The Reciprocity composite included the following codes: recognition, elaboration, affect synchrony, containment, constancy, warmth and support. The Empathy construct included cognitive, emotional and behavioral empathy. The Withdrawal composite included the following codes: parent's withdrawal from child and from the interaction, parent's depressed mood and parent's avoidance of conflict. Inter-rater intraclass reliability computed on 20 interactions averaged *r* = 0.93 (range: 0.88--0.99).

MEG recordings and data preprocessing
-------------------------------------

The MEG experiment included presentation of the 'positive dialogue' video which was normalized across participants to a 1.5 min positive dialogue. To control for inter-brain coupling effects that are not driven by synchrony between self and attachment partner (i.e. mother and her own child), we included a control condition of age-matched similar positive dialog video between an unfamiliar mother and her child. The video appeared as 300 × 225 pixels at the center of a gray background on a 20 inch monitor, subtending a visual angle of 20.96° × 15.37° at a viewing distance of 50 cm. Participants lay in supine position inside the MEG system while facing a screen projecting the video. Subjects were asked to remain relaxed and not move their limbs and the experimenter observed their compliance using an infrared camera. We programmed and operated the experiment using E-Prime® software (Psychology Software Tools Incorporated).

We recorded ongoing brain activity (sampling rate, 1017 Hz, online .1--400 Hz band-pass filter) using a whole-head 248-channel magnetometer array (4-D Neuroimaging, Magnes® 3600 WH) inside a magnetically shielded room. Reference coils located approximately 30 cm above the head, oriented by the *x*, *y* and *z* axes enabled removal of environmental noise. We attached five coils to the participant's scalp to record head position relative to the sensor. We performed analyses using MATLAB 7 (MathWorks®, Natick, MA, USA) and the FieldTrip software toolbox ([@nsx032-B62]). We segmented the data into 1000 ms epochs with an overlap of 500 ms between consecutive epochs. Four steps aimed to clean artifacts and noise: (i) We removed external noise (e.g. power-line, mechanical vibrations) and heartbeat artifacts from the data using a predesigned algorithm for that purpose ([@nsx032-B74]); (ii) we rejected trials containing muscle artifacts using visual inspection; (iii) we removed eye-blinks, eye movements, or any other potential noisy artifacts using spatial component analysis; and (iv) a final visual inspection of every trial verified any other noise/artifact to be removed from further analysis. We filtered the data in the 1--200 Hz range with 10 s padding and resampled them to 400 Hz.

Spectral analysis and source localization
-----------------------------------------

We applied tapers to each time window to compute spectral power for each trial and to calculate the fast Fourier transform for short sliding time windows. We analyzed data in alignment to stimulus onset and then averaged the power estimates across tapers. Five Slepian multitapers ([@nsx032-B63]) were applied using a fixed window length of 0.2 s, resulting in a frequency smoothing of 15 Hz in the gamma-frequency band (30--120 Hz). To localize neural sources, we built a single shell brain model for each subject, based on an MNI adult (for mothers) and early-to-advanced-puberty (for children) template brain ([@nsx032-B38]), which we modified to fit each subject's digitized head shape using SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College London, [www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk](http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk)). Head shape underwent manual digitization (Polhemus FASTRAK® digitizer). We then divided the subject's brain volume into a regular grid, obtaining the grid positions by their linear transformation in a canonical 1 cm grid. This procedure facilitates group analysis, because it requires no spatial interpolation of the volumes on reconstructed activity. For each grid position, we reconstructed spatial filters in the aim of optimally passing activity from the location of interest, while suppressing activity that was not of interest.

We applied adaptive spatial filtering ([@nsx032-B42]) relying on partial canonical correlations. We computed the cross-spectral density (CSD) matrix between all MEG sensor pairs from the Fourier transforms of the tapered data epochs. We constructed spatial filters for each grid location, based on the identified frequency bins (50--60 Hz for mothers and 35--45 Hz for children), and projected the Fourier transforms of the tapered data epochs through the spatial filters. We extracted *t*-values of the synchrony *vs* no-synchrony contrast for the activation peak (in the right STS) and proceeded with brain-to-brain Pearson *r* correlation.

To calculate intra-dyadic synchrony, we extracted time-series from the activation peak (right STS) by applying a linear constrained minimum variance beamformer. We then followed two approaches to analyze the data: first, we calculated the inter-brain weighted phase lag index (wPLI) that reflects the phase synchrony of inter-brain activities from two individuals within the dyad. wPLI is an improved index of phase-synchronization for electrophysiological data with the capacity of circumventing sources of noise (e.g. volume-conduction, noise and sample-size bias) that may artificially induce functional connectivity ([@nsx032-B75]). Specifically, wPLI measures the distribution of phase angle differences of two channels, that is, if two the functional coupling between channels is strong, the resulting connectivity index will be high in a given frequency. Phase-coupled activity is an important mechanism in the functional communication between brain regions ([@nsx032-B39]). Similarly, inter-brain phase synchrony can be estimated by examining two virtual channels from two individuals within a dyad, such as STS of mother and STS of child. This would therefore imply a form of communication between the targeted brain areas of mother and child, reflecting intra-dyadic synchrony. Second, we calculated the inter-subject correlation index ([@nsx032-B16]) by averaging the epoch-to-epoch gamma-band power and correlating it between mother and child. The resulting index was shown to reflect a shared psychological perspective between individuals ([@nsx032-B54]), and we assumed that under the present experimental setting it could reflect episodes of synchrony between mother and child. Finally, we correlated (Pearson *r*) brain-to-behavior: mother and child STS activity and social behavior indices (proportion of synchrony episodes and CIB constructs.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

We assessed statistical significance of the power values using a randomization procedure ([@nsx032-B57]). This nonparametric permutation approach takes the cross-subject variance into account, as this variance is the basis for the width of the randomization distribution. This approach is valuable because it does not make any assumptions about the underlying distribution and is unaffected by partial dependence between neighboring time--frequency pixels. Specifically, in the first step of the procedure we computed *t*-values per subject, channel, frequency and time, representing the contrast between the conditions. Subsequently, we defined the test statistic by pooling the *t*-values over all participants. Here, we searched time--frequency clusters with effects that were significant at the random-effect level after correcting for multiple comparisons along the time and frequency dimensions. Testing the probability of this pooled *t*-value against the standard normal distribution would correspond to a fixed effect statistic. However, to make statistical inferences corresponding to a random effect statistic, we tested the significance of this group-level statistic by means of a randomization procedure: We randomly multiplied each individual *t*-value by 1 or by −1 and summed it over participants. Multiplying the individual *t*-value with 1 or −1 corresponds to permuting the original conditions in that subject.

We reiterated this random procedure 1000 times to obtain the randomization distribution for the group-level statistic. For each randomization, we retained only the maximal and the minimal cluster-level test statistic across all clusters, placing them into two histograms that we addressed as maximum/minimum cluster-level test statistic histograms. We then determined, for each cluster from the observed data, the fraction of the maximum/minimum cluster-level test statistic histogram that was greater/smaller than the cluster-level test statistic from the observed cluster. We retained the smaller of the two fractions and divided it by 1000, giving the multiple comparisons corrected significance thresholds for a two-sided test. The proportion of values in the randomization distribution exceeding the test statistic defines the Monte Carlo significance probability, which is also called a *P*-value ([@nsx032-B60]; [@nsx032-B57]). This cluster-based procedure allowed us to obtain a correction for multiple comparisons in all brain analyses.

Results
=======

Behavioral analysis
-------------------

We analyzed the 'positive dialog' video (1.5 min length) corresponding to each participant, spotting discrete episodes of mother--child synchrony ([Figure 1B](#nsx032-F1){ref-type="fig"}) throughout the video (for more detail, see section 'Micro-coding of social synchrony'). Twenty-four participants had either no episodes of synchrony or only a single epoch (i.e. 1 s) of synchrony and therefore were not included in the MEG analyses. The 60 participants who exhibited two or more episodes of mother--child synchrony had an average number of *M *±* *s.d., 13.15 ± 10.25 'synchrony' episodes. These 'synchrony' trial epochs were matched by an equal number of neighboring 'non-synchrony' episodes.

![Experimental and analytical procedures. (A) Mother--child dyads were videotaped during social interaction (left panel). Two years later mother and child were invited to participate in MEG experiment where they each observed the videotaped interaction (right panel). (B) Micro-coding in second-to-second level (left panel) to define episodes of social synchrony and non-synchrony. Global assessment of dialogical style (right panel). (C) Brain signals were extracted from the localized brain region signaling heightened activity during moments of social synchrony (compared to non-synchrony).](nsx032f1){#nsx032-F1}

In addition to analyzing the neural data during the perception of one's 'own' dyadic interaction, we also analyzed the neural data during the perception of interaction of an unfamiliar mother--child dyad. This control dyadic interaction probed an identical 'positive dialog' video (1.5 min length), but with an exemplar dyad who was unfamiliar to all participants. This was to control for inter-brain synchrony effects that are not driven by own mother--child synchrony. This control interaction had seven synchrony episodes (and seven non-synchrony episodes).

Means (and s.d.) for the three global behavioral constructs during the conflict dialogue, each coded from 1 (low) to 5 (high) were as follows: Empathy: *M *±* *s.d., 3.02 ± 1.00, Reciprocity: *M *±* *s.d., 3.86 ± 0.93, and Withdrawal: *M *±* *s.d., 0.83 ± 0.13 (see illustration on [Figure 1A](#nsx032-F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Brain-to-brain synchrony during episodes of synchrony vs non-synchrony
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To localize the neural substrates characterizing brain-to-brain synchrony during episodes of synchrony *vs* non-synchrony, whole MEG sensor-array analysis detected that the neural response to social synchrony was expressed by enhanced gamma-band power, peaking between 50 and 60 Hz for mothers (*P*~cluster-cor~ = 0.003) and between 35 and 45 Hz for children (*P*~cluster-cor~ = 0.02). This effect in the gamma band was absent when probing synchrony *vs* non-synchrony while mothers (*P*~cluster-cor~ = 0.13) and children (*P*~cluster-cor~ = 0.59) were watching unfamiliar mother--child interaction. We then localized this effect and found it to peak in the right STS ([Figure 2](#nsx032-F2){ref-type="fig"} left panel) in both mothers (*P*~cluster-cor~ = 0.04) and children (*P*~cluster-cor~ = 0.05), yet not significantly while watching stranger mother--child dyad in interaction (*P*~cluster-cor~ = 0.11 and *P*~cluster-cor~ = 0.89, respectively). Importantly, the extent of STS activation was significantly coupled (*r* = 0.43, *P* = 0.02) between mothers and their own children ([Figure 2](#nsx032-F2){ref-type="fig"} left panel). This suggests that the described neural response---gamma power in the right STS to episodes of social synchrony---is a dyadic phenomenon at the neural level located to the STS.

![Brain response of mother and child to vignettes probing social synchrony. The brain response of child (left upper panel) and mother (left lower panel) to episodes of own social synchrony was expressed in the gamma-band in the right STS. The overall extent of the STS response was coupled between child and mother (middle panel). The second-by-second STS phase showed significantly greater coupling between child and mother when observing episodes of synchrony compared to episodes of non-synchrony (right panel). Color-bar illustrates masked statistical significance on the overlaid cortical surface (*P*~cluster-cor~ ≤ 0.05). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01.](nsx032f2){#nsx032-F2}

To further probe whether this neural coupling is dynamic at a moment-by-moment level and responds online to episodes of behavioral synchrony, we calculated intra-dyadic activity coupling by tapping into both power (Pearson's *r*) and phase (wPLI) components of STS activity in mother and child with epoch-by-epoch steps. Results reveal that correlations between mother's and child's STS gamma power were significant during episodes of 'synchrony', *r* = 0.22, *P* = 0.008, but not during episodes of 'non-synchrony', *r* = 0.14, *P* = 0.12; but there was no significant (*P* = 0.60) difference between the extent of correlation values in the two episodes. However, findings indicate that phase coupling between mother's and child's STS gamma activity was significantly (*P* = 0.05) positive during episodes of 'synchrony' (wPLI = 0.17), and was significantly higher (*P* = 0.02) than during episodes of 'non-synchrony' (wPLI = −.08) ([Figure 2](#nsx032-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, although intra-dyadic coupling of both activity component (power and phase) was significant during episodes of synchrony, only phase coupling robustly differentiated episodes of synchrony from non-synchrony. This may imply that intra-dyadic behavioral synchrony may reflect intra-dyadic communication, which is sustained by phase coupling ([@nsx032-B39]) rather than shared psychological perspectives, which is sustained by power coupling ([@nsx032-B54]).

Social behavior as longitudinal predictors of STS activations in mother and child
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we examined associations between micro-level synchrony during positive interaction and global reciprocity, empathy, and withdrawal during conflict discussion and mother's and child's STS activations 3 years later. Results revealed that higher proportions of 'synchrony' episodes (*M *±* *s.d., 18.52% ±13.95) during the positive dialogue predicted higher maternal STS activations, *r* = 0.49, *P*~FDR-cor~ = 0.003, df = 31 (see [Figure 3](#nsx032-F3){ref-type="fig"} upper left panel); yet, child's STS activations were not significantly associated with the prevalence of synchrony, *r* = 0.31, *P* = 0.13, df = 24. Although this raises the possibility that mother's STS activity may have exerted an influence on the extent of intra-dyadic coupling during *synchrony* episodes, the fact that the two variables were not significantly correlated *r* = 0.09, *P* = 0.65, df = 24, does not lend support to this possibility.

![Associations between social behavior during dyadic interaction and mother's and child's STS activation. Behavioral empathy (left) and withdrawal (middle) correlated with mothers' STS activation and with child's STS activation (right). \**P* \< 0.05.](nsx032f3){#nsx032-F3}

Similar findings emerged for the global constructs, which were found to predict STS activations mainly in the mother. Mother's STS activations were associated with higher Empathy (r = 0.39, P~FDR-cor~ = 0.02, df=31; [Figure 3](#nsx032-F3){ref-type="fig"} upper right panel), higher Reciprocity (r=0.39, P~FDR-cor~ = 0.02, df = 31; [Figure 3](#nsx032-F3){ref-type="fig"} lower left panel) and with lower Withdrawal (r = 0.44, P~FDR-cor~ = 0.01, df = 31; [Figure 3](#nsx032-F3){ref-type="fig"} lower right panel) during conflict discussion. ([Figure 3](#nsx032-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Child's STS activations did not correlate significantly with Empathy, *r* = 0.10, *P* = 0.64, df = 24, or Reciprocity, *r* = 0.08, *P* = 0.69, df = 24. However, low levels of Withdrawal predicted higher child's STS activation, *r* = −0.41, *P*~FDR-cor~ = 0.03, df = 24. It thus appears that the longitudinal associations between the putative neural marker for dyadic synchrony, that is, STS activation in the gamma band, and social behavior show closer behavior--brain links for mothers compared children and mother's STS activation during episodes of synchrony were impacted by both the proportion of synchronous episodes during positive interactions and maternal overall empathic style during the management of conflict.

Discussion
==========

Recent models in social neuroscience have advocated the need to find novel paradigms to elucidate mechanisms that enable the human brain to coordinate response with that of another human's. To our knowledge this is the first study to use the mother--child context to assess neural coordination by utilizing individually tailored stimuli collected in the natural habitat, focus on brain rhythms and anchor neural coupling in moments of behavioral synchrony. Our findings indicate that brain-to-brain synchrony emerges during the perception of synchronous patterns that are specific to the attachment context, and that neural synchrony was not observed in response to unfamiliar mother--child interaction. Such self-own-child neural synchrony implicates bottom-up processes at both the neural and behavioral levels and was localized to a key integrative node of the social brain, the STS. We further found that neural coupling in both partners' brain rode on fast, bottom-up gamma-band rhythms and was anchored in second-by-second coordination of non-verbal social signals. In addition to moment-by-moment coordination of gamma power in the STS, mother's and child's STS activity was associated with global aspects of their relationship, including reciprocity and social withdrawal. Specifically, mother--child reciprocity, a dyadic-systemic feature of the relationship, predicted greater maternal gamma-band STS activations, while child social withdrawal correlated with attenuated STS response in both mother and child. Overall, our findings accord with the 'neurobiology of human attachments' model ([@nsx032-B29]), which suggests that early relationships build the brain's mechanisms for social participation through the coordination of social behavior.

Research has shown that neural rhythms play an important role in dyadic behavioral synchrony, for instance when two individuals match each other's movements, speech or musical production ([@nsx032-B20]; [@nsx032-B9]; [@nsx032-B50]; [@nsx032-B59]; [@nsx032-B53]; [@nsx032-B81]), but also during the observation of vignettes marked by high behavioral synchrony ([@nsx032-B55]). In fact, authors have suggested that the synchrony of neural oscillations in the gamma-band is a mechanism underpinning neural communication ([@nsx032-B39]). [@nsx032-B43]), in their recent call to move to research of engaged and interacting participants, provide evidence that neural synchrony within one brain could also underpin the human brain's ability to synchronize with other brains. The mother--child context provides an especially powerful setting to test the role of oscillations in two-brain-coordination; beginning in fetal life the human brain is primed by the mother's cerebral functioning ([@nsx032-B51]) and it is likely that such neural imprinting includes cerebral rhythms, which may continue in postnatal life. Such coupling within the 'nursing dyad' may enable the child's brain to gradually adapt to those of other conspecifics during social moments. The current findings provide the first evidence for these propositions and show that perception of social synchrony during mother--child interactions, compared to episodes of non-synchrony as well as with those of unfamiliar mother and child, not only induces gamma-band power enhancement within the social brain but that this oscillatory pattern is synchronized between mother and child.

Brain-to-brain coupling, while riding on the brain's oscillatory patterns, is suggested here to include both mirror mechanisms, expressed in fast sensorimotor coupling, and mentalizing mechanisms, involved in slower sociocognitive processes. Thus, neural coupling requires the integration of bottom-up and top-down processing in ways that may be unique to the person, context and relationship history of the interacting partners. Moreover, researchers have called to capitalize on discrete, well-demarcated moments within real-life social interactions as a first step to understanding mechanisms that support two-brain coordination ([@nsx032-B43]). Accordingly, our study is the first to probe the brain's oscillatory response to specific moments of heightened social significance within attachment relationships, moments of nonverbal synchrony that not only echo the first parent--infant interactions experienced in infancy but also integrate the infant's early biological rhythms, such as heart rhythms and sleep-wake cycles, with the rhythms of the first social dialogue ([@nsx032-B21]). These moments of salient emotional meaning for mother and child are shown here to serve as one mechanism that triggers brain-to-brain synchrony, highlighting the behavior-based dyadic-signal relevance of behavioral synchrony for neural coupling.

We found that social synchrony was translated into neural synchrony in the STS, a key node of the social brain that integrates both mirror and mentalizing properties. The STS has shown to be critically involved in both biological motion, which requires fast bottom-up sensorimotor coupling ([@nsx032-B49]) as well as socio-cognitive, regulatory top-down theory-of-mind abilities ([@nsx032-B19]), which are reported to operate slowly ([@nsx032-B56]; [@nsx032-B76]; [@nsx032-B37]). This study thus strengthens prior evidence regarding the reliance of behavioral matching on neural synchrony at different neural substrates and rhythms ([@nsx032-B20]; [@nsx032-B9]; [@nsx032-B50]; [@nsx032-B59]; [@nsx032-B53]; [@nsx032-B81]; [@nsx032-B55]), and suggests that gamma synchrony in the STS selectively underlies social synchrony.

Behavioral synchrony is a bottom-up mechanism, utilizing the human-specific repertoire of maternal non-verbal behavior that emerges immediately after birth and integrates the infant's heart rhythms and sleep cycles into the first social dialogue ([@nsx032-B15]; [@nsx032-B21]; [@nsx032-B66]). The present findings of STS gamma coupling reflecting bottom-up mechanism are well-explained by the nature of the neural signature detected here. Indeed, gamma oscillations are bottom-up-directed ([@nsx032-B40]), and STS is a key node in bottom-up processing of social perception ([@nsx032-B4]) and mirror neurons network activity ([@nsx032-B48]). At the same time, the STS equally integrates top-down processing ([@nsx032-B19]; [@nsx032-B80]), and gamma oscillations are assumed to be top-down-controlled by lower-frequency oscillations ([@nsx032-B40]). In the same vein, early split-second events of parent--infant synchrony is integrated into higher-order stretches of behavioral matching in later childhood that also involve symbolic and verbal dialogue, perspective taking, and the ability to negotiate conflict with empathy and involvement (Feldman, [@nsx032-B26]). Thus, across oscillatory rhythms, brain structures, and concrete social behavior, we find that brain-to-brain synchrony integrates bottom-up with top-down processes to create online bio-behavioral coordination between two interacting humans.

Mothers' STS activations were predicted by individual differences in global social behavior during conflict interaction, including greater amount of synchronous episodes, higher empathy and increased reciprocity. Child's STS activations, on the other hand, were unrelated to these interactive parameters and were only predicted by lower social withdrawal. The finding that maternal STS activations were more sensitive to behavior than the child's STS activations requires much further research, but it is possible that mother's brain--behavior coupling is the mechanism that drives the child's social brain activations, thereby tuning the child's brain to the social world. This finding is in line with a recent study showing that parental STS activation in infancy is shaped by parent--infant behavioral synchrony ([@nsx032-B1]) and predicts the development of children's social competencies during the preschool years, including theory-of-mind, socialization and complex emotion regulation skills ([@nsx032-B2]). Children's STS, on the other hand, was unrelated to the degree of interactive reciprocity. Possibly, children's STS response may be more reactive to the global aspects of the relationship, such as whether interactions were involved or withdrawn, rather than fine-tuned aspects related to the amount of reciprocity or empathy. Yet, this study is the first to show that not only does parental STS tune to dyadic interaction ([@nsx032-B6], [@nsx032-B7]; [@nsx032-B1]) but also that the child's STS shows similar tuning. Most importantly, our findings demonstrate for the first time that the STS is the template upon which brain-to-brain coupling between mother and child is registered.

The central limitation of this study is that mother's and child's brains were not measured concurrently during social interactions, but each responded to real-life social interaction in their natural habitat---the home environment. Another limitation is that the longitudinal aspect of our study was only from behavior at T1 to brain at T2 and no longitudinal brain data were available. Such repeated observations of mother's and child's brain response to synchronous interactions across development mark an important area for future research. It is important to note that all prior studies addressing brain-to-brain coupling and using technologies that enable good spatial localizations, such as fMRI or MEG, did not use real-life social interactions and future technological advances are required for such research. For instance, [@nsx032-B13] tested unfamiliar individual pairs who were situated within two scanners and responded to a computer presentation of shapes, yet partners did not see each other's faces or engaged in 'real' social interactions. The brain findings were then correlated with the complexity of the individuals' social network size, but not with actual social behavior. The methodological approach used here is based on the assumption of overlapping neural circuits underpinning the perception and experience of social functions, including emotions ([@nsx032-B12]), pain ([@nsx032-B67]) and social action ([@nsx032-B58]). The current findings are consistent with previous research showing that the perception of ecologically valid vignettes marked by high social synchrony activates critical nodes of the social brain ([@nsx032-B6], [@nsx032-B8]; [@nsx032-B1], [@nsx032-B2]; [@nsx032-B55]). Yet, much future research is required to test online coordination of two brains during naturalistic person-to-person social interactions.

Since the early days of attachment theory authors have suggested that the mother--child relationship, the first and most significant social relationship throughout life, shapes the brain network that underpins participation in social life. Such socially related network has been termed 'internal working model' in attachment theory and was thought to re-activate each time the primary relationship is probed ([@nsx032-B14]). Research in the attachment tradition following children from infancy to adulthood demonstrates that early mother--child relational patterns of dyadic reciprocity are individually stable and guide future interactions with both intimate partners and members of the larger social world ([@nsx032-B69]). Consistent with this model, our study that focuses on careful observations and longitudinal assessment of mother's and child's brain using MEG, an imaging venue integrating excellent temporal resolution with adequate spatial localization which has rarely been utilized in social neuroscience, may contribute to mechanism detection, hypothesis generation and future research. Building on the findings from this study, we found, using hyper-scanning two-person EEG, that during real-life social interactions between romantic partners brain-to-brain coupling was similarly detected in gamma-band oscillations, but not in any other oscillatory band, and that this rhythm was localized to the temporal cortex (Kinreich *et al.*, Submitted). Consistent with the notion that the parent--infant bond provides the neurobiological template for pair bonding in both humans and animals ([@nsx032-B61]), our findings indicate that the neural signature detected in the context of the mother--child bond translates into other meaningful relationships throughout life. The current findings can thus contribute to theory and research on the brain basis of human social life, inform two-person neuroscience perspectives and guide future studies on the social brain in action, a direction that may enrich human social neuroscience research.
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